ABOUT
DEUTSCHPARTNER
Deutschpartner aims to make life in Germany easier
for you and your family. We understand that a sense
of dislocation in a new country can lead to personal
frustration and affect family life. It can also result in
losses for the company.
Since 2001, Deutschpartner has been serving the
Frankfurt area in the field of German language teaching
and cross cultural training. Our clients are global
companies who understand the value of such skills.
Our work is based on the belief that knowledge of
language and culture of your host country are keys for
a successful cooperation and an enjoyable overseas
assignment.

Our Trainers
Deutschpartner’s trainers are experts in the field of
language, business and cross cultural training.
All of them hold an university degree and have work
experience for a minimum of 5 years.

Service

Our fees cover these services
– Paperwork with your company
–	Needs analysis, placement test and interview
– Training plan
– Flexible scheduling of lessons; cancellation deadline
12 am of previous working day (for private lessons)
– Progress report and final training report with
recommendations
– Certificate of participation
– Support with any problems concerning learning and
living in Germany
– Free use of our language help line
www.deutschpartner.de for all present and former
clients
–	Newsletter for expatriates
Private lessons are 49 Euros per 45 minutes plus 19 % VAT.
Small group lessons are 12 Euros per 45 minutes
(VAT included). Lessons usually go for 90 minutes.
Please contact us for more information.

Kai und Barbara Wachs GbR
Hauptstraße 22 • 61462 Königstein • Germany
Telefon +49 (0) 61 74-20 99-0
Telefax +49 (0) 61 74-20 99-10
E-Mail info@deutschpartner.de
www.deutschpartner.de • www.english-german-camps.de
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Speaking german
in Germany is an Asset
When you’re living in Germany, obviously speaking
German will make life a lot easier for you: shopping,
going to the doctor, dealing with the authorities, etc.
At work, your colleagues will be impressed by your
efforts and you’ll be in a favourable position.
Get more out of living and working in Germany.
Your language trainer will help you get on a speaking
par with Germans. Become fluent in German and
enjoy developing a new skill for life!

Get the Most
out of your Time
At Deutschpartner, we don’t offer large groups where
you don’t get much of the teacher’s attention. In
Deutschpartner’s private lessons and small groups,
the teacher will focus on you individually. We will look
exactly at your specific needs in:

Work Life
– Vocabulary for your line of business
– Small Talk
– Presentations
– HR, finance, workers’ council etc.

Private Life
– Shopping
– Consultation at the doctor
– Travelling etc.

Private lessons - one on one
In private lessons, we will discover your strengths and
weaknesses and discuss training plans and methods
with you. You will soon master difficulties that have
always troubled you.
Private lessons are 100% flexible in time and place. If
you want to get out of your busy office or noisy home,
classes will take place in our quiet offices in picturesque
Königstein. However, our trainers will also be happy to
meet you at the work place or at home at no extra costs.
Classes will be arranged very individually and can always
be cancelled by noon the preceding working day.

Group lessons – 3 to 5 students
Groups at Deutschpartner are so small that you will get
plenty of opportunity to speak and raise your questions.
The focus is much more on daily conversation than on
grammar. If you can spare one or two mornings per
week (90 mins each) and are interested in meeting other
expatriates, you will like our groups. Plus, you don’t have
to book whole terms. You can always leave a group by
the end of each month.
Groups usually take place in the Deutschpartner offices
unless you would like to arrange a group for your
employees at the company or for your friends at home.

2 DAY TRAINING:

’LIVING & WORKING IN GERMANY’
Have you ever wished somebody had told you about
how trash should be separated in Germany? At last
count, there are at least nine categories!
Do you wonder why Germans stop their cars when there
is a small street coming up on the right?
Deutschpartner’s one or two days workshops for Newcomers will prevent car accidents and fights with the
garbage men. They are intended to facilitate living in a
new country for you and your family.

What ’s more, you will find out
all about
– The German mindset
– The reasons behind German formality
– The secrets of ‘du’ and ‘Sie’
– Why Germans are so direct and how to deal with it

Plus a million tips for the
Frankfurt region regarding:
– Shopping
– Restaurants
– Interesting places and trips for families
– Sports
– Festivals

For companies, business mentality
will be included in the training.

